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Introduction
With the bushfires in early January followed closely by the COVID-19 crisis, the Visitor Economy in Victoria has
faced unprecedented challenges in the start of this new decade. There is no sector that’s been hit as hard and
for such a sustained period of time as tourism has been.
While most businesses became impacted by coronavirus when the Prime Minister announced Level 3
restrictions from mid-March, the tourism sector felt the blows of this pandemic from the 27th of January when
China banned all outbound group travel from their country; and on the 1st of February, Australia shut its borders
to China, and then other subsequent international markets. Even before that, however, the bushfire crisis
decimated what should have been the peak summer season in Victoria, with the first of the fires in East
Gippsland occurring from New Year’s Eve.
Hopefully, this level of devastation will be a once in a generation occurrence, but we need to be realistic, this
will not be the last crisis the industry will face. From this experience, however, we can be better prepared to
manage through the challenges of these shocks and emerge as an industry in a stronger position with a clear
view of the strategies and initiatives to secure our success.
Whatever our world looks like on the other end of this current global pandemic, we must acknowledge that
things will not just simply ‘go back to before.’ The world will be changed forever by the current course of events
and the way consumers engage with products, services and destinations will be radically different. We need to
also realise that values will alter as well, and our customers will be expecting the brands they engage with to
reflect the values that will emerge in this new world order.
What is critically apparent out of the current challenges is the need to build resilience within our industry; to
ensure that when the next crisis comes, we are far better equipped to weather any storm and to have the
necessary skills to get back on our feet again quickly.
Our industry is by far one of the most resilient industries – we have proven this again and again as we have
recovered from previous global disruptions. Victorian operators need to be supported to harness the innovation
and creativity that is at the heart of tourism and be seen as leaders in responding quickly and effectively to our
new normal – whatever that may be.
For these opportunities to be realised, it’s crucial that both State and Federal Governments support initiatives
to build resilience in what is one of Victoria’s, and indeed Australia’s, major industries. This support will enable
the sector to play its role in regrowing the economy and rebuilding the social fabric of our communities across
the state.
Victoria will face significant challenges as it looks to shift from ‘survival’ mode to carving a pathway to recovery
that will sustain not just its revival, but an environment where the industry can thrive and regain its position as
a major contributor to the state’s economic fortune.
With this as a backdrop, the Board of VTIC made the decision to urgently form a VISITOR ECONOMY
RECOVERY TASKFORCE with a view to informing the direction of any government recovery response plan
and ensure the priorities of industry were front and centre in shaping the future for our critical sector. These
measures are designed to support as many businesses as possible make it to the other side of this crisis and
position Victoria strongly as Australia reaffirms its position on the global stage.
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This submission and its recommendations represent a comprehensive and cohesive industry view on the
actions needed to support the recovery of Victoria’s visitor economy to grow into the next decade and beyond.
Industry hopes this work can lead to close collaboration with government to establish a much needed ‘roadmap
to recovery’ that delivers on the three key ingredients to restart the sector and set us on a course for success.
These include –
1. Financial support through the survival period to allow businesses time to reactivate in this
sustained period of restrictions;
2. Marketing and other demand driving activities that will encourage consumer engagement and
visitation; and finally,
3. Clear and concise rules on what operators need to do to comply with new and changing regulations.
The complexities of the visitor economy touch so many areas within the responsibility of government intersecting
across economic, industry and regional development, employment, small business, trade, transport, investment,
innovation, infrastructure and planning, environment and resources, education and training. With so many
various departments of government controlling the levers affecting our industry, it’s crucial there is a whole of
government response to the key areas identified by industry during this process.
VTIC stands ready to work with policy makers to implement reforms that will secure the viability of our industry
in the short term and achieve sustainable growth of the visitor economy into the future.
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About VTIC
With nearly 2000 members spread across the state, the Victoria Tourism Industry Council (VTIC) is the peak
body and leading advocate for Victoria’s tourism and events industry. Our vision is for a globally competitive
visitor economy, where Victoria is the leading destination for domestic and international visitors, with must-see
attractions, must-do experiences, and an unrivalled calendar of major and business events.
VTIC works to develop and support a professional, profitable and sustainable visitor economy. By improving
the business environment, we make it easier for our industry to deliver high quality experiences, products and
services to all visitors to Victoria.
VTIC’s role is to provide leadership for the tourism and events industry and support our members through:
• Policy development, advocacy and representation;
• Industry development initiatives; and
• Business development and support services.
VTIC’s key objectives are to:
• Be recognised as Victoria’s leading independent advocate, policy influencer and representative body
for the tourism and events industry;
• Grow a diverse and strong membership base that represents all sectors of the industry;
• Support VTIC’s members through valued and relevant business and industry development services;
and
• Operate as a financially sustainable and a well-governed organisation with a best practice work
environment.

VTIC’s Visitor Economy Recovery Taskforce
To inform our submission to Government, VTIC convened a Visitor Economy Recovery Taskforce, calling on
key industry leaders from across Victoria that comprise our membership. Their input has enabled us to provide
a coordinated industry view about important opportunities and the direction needed to rebuild Victoria’s visitor
economy and to deliver the resilience needed to engender and sustain growth now and into the future.

Taskforce Members
Representative

Company

Andrew Westacott

Australian Grand Prix Corporation

Brad Jenkins
Catherine Basterfield

RASV
Phillip Island Nature Parks

Clive Scott
Craig Peachey

Sofitel Melbourne
RACV

Enda Cunningham

Crown Resorts

Jasmine Lim
Jenny Gray
Dr Joanne Pyke
John Harnden

VRC
Zoos Victoria
Victoria University
Melbourne Olympic Parks Trust
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John Pandazopoulos
Justin Giddings
Kathryn Hodges
Lisa Patroni
Louise Scott
Mark Day
Mark Francis
Mark Shaw
Michael Sewards
Nick Whitby
Peter King

Chair, Phillip island RTB
Avalon Airport
Melbourne Airport
Parks Victoria
City of Melbourne
Business Events Victoria (BEV)
Murray Regional Tourism
Eureka 89
Skybus
Grollo Group
MCEC

Rod Macneil
Ron Weinzierl
Sara Quon

Museums Victoria
Gumbuya World
Sovereign Hill

Sarah-Jane Tilbury
Steve O’Brien
Steven Wright
Wayne Kayler-Thomson
Xavier Csar

Merlin Entertainment
Puffing Billy Railway
Big 4 Holiday Parks
Life Member, Chair of Great Ocean Road RTB
Federation Square

VTIC Board Members
Matt McDonald
Anne Jamieson
Fiona Sweetman
John Forman
Matt Jackson
Nicholas Hunt
Terry Robinson
Elizabeth White

Chair (and Chair of the Recovery Taskforce)
Deputy Chair, Chair Events Policy Committee
Chair, Tour and Transport Policy Committee
Chair, Attractions Policy Committee
Skills-based Director, CEO Parks Victoria
Chair, Hospitality and Tourism Services
Chair, Destinations Policy Committee
Observer
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The Task Ahead
The road to recovery will not be easy and Victoria faces unique challenges as a destination that has relied
heavily on the major attributes of its capital city on the global stage to power a significant proportion of the
state’s tourism performance.
Melbourne has placed great emphasis on its attraction as an international destination of choice in Australia,
along with its major events calendar – sporting, cultural and live performance – as well as its appeal as an
exciting destination for hosting significant business events. All three of these features have been in Melbourne’s
DNA for decades and all three of these key pillars will be seriously impeded for at least the next 12-18 months
as borders remain closed, with the exception of New Zealand and other limited travel bubbles that might be
determined, and physical distancing requirements marginalising our events calendar.
Conversely, Regional Victoria has had an over-reliance on Victorians to drive its tourism growth, with 80% of its
visitation derived from Victorians. Only 15% of visitation in our regional areas comes from interstate and only
5% of international visitors travel to our regional areas. The importance of our major iconic regional attractions,
Twelve Apostles, the Penguin Parade and Sovereign Hill amongst others, should not be downplayed, with their
ability to drive future visitation to Melbourne and encourage regional dispersal playing an imperative role in the
recovery process.
Tourism spend in Victoria was worth roughly $32 billion by the end of 2019. Of that amount, nearly 2/3 was
spent by visitors to Melbourne, or $20 billion. 40% of that $20 billion is spent by international visitors and 32%
is from interstate. That means Melbourne faces a greater challenge in redirecting travel spend from Victorians,
with over 70% of its tourism revenue from interstate and international visitors, compared to just 20% for regional
Victoria.
With Melbourne and Sydney historically being the primary fishing ponds for every state’s tourism marketing
activity, being the largest population bases with the deepest pockets, competition to keep Melburnians travelling
within their state will be fierce and regional Victoria will be particularly exposed as its performance in attracting
interstate visitation has been below that of regional NSW (24% interstate visitation), SA (26% interstate) or
Queensland (with 28%).
To illustrate this, recent research conducted by Deloitte Access Economics quantified the challenges ahead for
both Melbourne and regional Victoria in looking to plan a pathway to recovery:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KAWN9COiaZCi6s-KRNBPlzzi0FrAmTU7/view?usp=sharing
The visitor economy in Victoria has played a major role in supercharging the state’s economic fortunes. The
value of our sector was worth $32 billion to the state and we employed over 230,000 Victorians directly and
indirectly in our tourism businesses, with nearly 90,000 of those employed in our regional areas. The visitor
economy is a critical driver not just as a jobs solution for the economic fortunes of our regions, but is vital to the
social fabric of communities as well.
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In a recent research report compiled by Decisive Consulting, the immediate impact of the COVID-19 crisis on
the Gross Regional Product (GPR) and total jobs paints a frightening picture. Considering a two-scenario
approach, fast recovery versus slow recovery, even a best-case scenario will see nearly 100,000 jobs lost from
the sector in FY21 and a reduction in GRP of 37% compared to 2019 performance.

Prediction of impacts to visitor economy direct spending and total jobs,
compared to 2019, as a result of Coronavirus crisis.

Melbourne
Ballarat Region
Bendigo
Grampians
Murray
Geelong
Great Ocean Road
Gippsland
Victoria's High Country
Peninsula
Phillip Island
Daylesford & Macedon
Ranges
Yarra Valley & Dandenong
RangesMRT
Murray
Regional Victoria average
Victoria

Scenario 1
Scenario 2
2020/2 2022/23 2020/21 2022/23
1 -41%
4%
-53%
-6%
-26%
5%
-37%
-8%
-27%
6%
-40%
-8%
-29%
2%
-41%
-12%
-29%
3%
-41%
-11%
-32%
-33%
-31%
-33%
-32%
-34%
-29%
-25%
-30%
-31%
-37%

4%
1%
1%
-1%
3%
-1%
4%
6%
2%
2%
3%

-45%
-45%
-43%
-44%
-44%
-45%
-42%
-37%
-42%
-43%
-49%

-9%
-13%
-13%
-16%
-10%
-16%
-11%
-7%
-12%
-11%
-8%

Source: Karl Flowers Decisive Consulting, Insights summary report on how the visitor
economy is expected to recover post virus across Victoria’s regions
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Post the bushfire crisis, Victoria embraced the commitment to ‘Build Back Better’ as we looked to invest in not
just replacing infrastructure but enhancing it to support a better future. As we look at our recovery path out of
this crisis, that’s an obligation we can apply to much more than just hard infrastructure.
The guiding principles as we move forward need to be around identifying the visitor economy supply needs and
opportunities that can enhance Victoria’s destinations and experiences to support survival, revival and resilience
for the industry. Most importantly, we need to be focused on building the capability of industry to perform at
optimum levels and be prepared to manage other destabilising occurrences that we know will continue to rock
our sector.
The aim must be on developing a better and stronger product offering post the crises, recognising that full
recovery is very likely to take three years at best, and out to five years at worst, as market demand changes in
post pandemic waves, shifting from intrastate to interstate and eventually to international.

Summary of Recommendations
VTIC’s Visitor Economy Recovery Taskforce met over a period of four weeks in establishing its framework for
restarting the industry. In this process, the group formed six sub-committees that considered the six key themes
that were identified as part of the government’s recovery planning process. In this way, our recommendations
will align with the established pillars and provide further insight into what’s required to reaffirm Victoria’s
leadership position as a centrepiece for Australian tourism.
The group explored numerous areas for action across the six key themes and those recommendations are
outlined in detail in the attached Recovery Response Grids, representing a plan on a page across the demand
and supply themes.
The section below highlights three priority actions within each segment that will require focus if we are to move
forward and emerge on a pathway for success, with the full scope of content included in the attached
appendices.
DEMAND THEMES

Key Priorities

Marketing

1. Secure discretionary
funding for peak demand
driving agencies
• VV of $40mil pa over 4
years with $20mil pa
additional over 2 FYs
for crisis recovery
• Secure $15mil pa over
4 years for MCB
• Secure $640K pa over
4 years, with $500K
annual bid fund for
BEV.

Events

1. Critical for the industry
to understand the timeline
for restart of the events
sector in respect to social
distancing requirements
and gathering sizes
allowed.
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2. Shift to tactical retail
campaign work from a
traditional BRAND focus,
collaborating with
products and distribution
channels directly.

3. Intrastate and Interstate
campaigns focusing on
Drive/Touring Market and
cooperative opportunities
for destinations and key
products.

2. Restart strategy/plan
for major events and
financial support for
attracting and creating
new events
• Melbourne Cup
Carnival
• Australian Grand Prix

3. Recognise the specific
capabilities of business
events in comparison to
mass gatherings, as
controls and other key
measures can be put in
place to manage
requirements – this

If this is not clearly
defined by JULY, the
sector will lose the rest of
the year – and potentially
more.

• Harry Potter
• Cricket World Cup
• Australian Open.

should lead to a
reconsideration of the
current density and
capacity requirements

1. Assistance with
managing COVID-19
requirements across all
sectors of the industry as
restrictions are eased and
the industry reopens.

2. Provide surety of
funding from government
to support industry to
survive and revive,
including a commitment of
$10 million pa over 4
years to fund the
formation of new Visitor
Economy Partnerships
structure.

3. Capability building of
the industry including
experience development
that responds to a postCOVID consumer; and a
state-wide skills and
workforce planning study.

1. Victoria needs to
undertake urgent reform
of its Statutory Planning
Approvals Process and
whole of government
facilitation support for
investment and
development projects of
state and regional
significance.

2. Implement a Product
Development Innovation
Fund.

3. An additional $15
million pa over 3 years to
incentivise airline
attraction beyond just
marketing support to
attract carriers back to the
destination (as occurs in
other states).

1. Research and insights
need to be properly
resourced to ensure we
are equipping the industry
with the tools and
knowledge to be
responsive and effective
in the current
environment.

2. Setting targets and
benchmarks for regional
dispersal and spend in
measuring the state’s
overall performance.

3. Ensure the collection,
dissemination and access
to data sources that will
provide granular insights
on visitor behaviour,
sentiment and trends
across Victorian
destinations.

2. Visit Victoria establish a
system for ‘direct to
operator’ connections as
a means of improving
cooperative spending with
those that can afford to
support VV’s marketing
efforts.

3. Experience themes
need to be established to
encourage product
collaboration across the
state.

SUPPLY THEMES
Industry Strengthening

Product Strengthening
and Aviation

Data and Insights

• $200 million pa over
four years to support
major attraction
(visitation >200K) and
infrastructure
improvement across
VIC that will need to do
the ‘heavy-lifting’ in
recovery.

Invest $3 million pa over 3
years in capability building
of the industry in Victoria.

• An additional $5 million
pa over four years to
support research and
insights within TEVE.

Collaboration

1. Develop structures for
Government engagement
with RTBs, destinations
and industry associations
(this includes RTBs, VTIC
and destination managers
in regions not recognised
as formal RTBs).
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• $5 million pa over four
years to support
cooperative marketing
across each theme.

To allow these initiatives to be implemented urgently, and be properly funded into the future, VTIC is requesting
that State Government provide committed funding of $1.3 billion over four years. To expedite the greatest level
of critical support to the industry immediately, we are proposing $400 million invested in year one, $300 million
in year two, $290 million in year three and $275 million in year four.
This is a crisis requiring extraordinary action and a need to think big. Industry will not be in a position to contribute
for a long time and therefore a market failure economic principle requiring government intervention and
leadership is required.

Closing Remarks
The strength of Victoria’s tourism fortunes has always been in its unrivalled ability to collaborate. Importantly,
we’ve consistently excelled at industry and government aligning their priorities and strategies to promote Victoria
on the global stage and lead the nation in tourism performance.
An ultimate outcome from this process needs to be the formation of a Government/Industry Taskforce that’s
established to oversee the implementation of any resulting recovery plan.
A Team Victoria joined up Government and Industry intervention strategy will be necessary to maximise and
speed delivery of the plan, monitor impact and make dynamic changes as required. Any business as usual
machinery of government is arguably not fit for this purpose alone and will need united industry engagement
and support to excel at pace in driving reform. The Victorian tourism industry is ready to take up this challenge
and set the state on a course for revival that reinforces our position as leaders, innovators and game changers.
The following parts of this submission outline first a summary of the key recommendations, followed by a
detailed consideration of the actions, initiatives and investment required to sustain a roadmap to recovery for
Victoria’s Visitor Economy.
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APPENDIX 1:

SUMMARY OF KEY
RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations – Marketing
Immediate
Now-2mths

Overview
1. Secure long-term discretionary spending for Visit Victoria of $40 million pa over 4 years with $20 million pa additional
over 2 FYs for crisis recovery

2. Source new data and insights on consumer sentiment to understand the propensity to attend business events, as
well as other events

3. Shift to tactical retail campaign activity from a BRAND focus, collaborating with products directly
4. Secure long-term funding for Melbourne Convention Bureau and Business Events Victoria to ensure their continuity
in attracting business events to Melbourne and regional Victoria

5. Develop and deliver a dedicated campaign to rebuild confidence of the public to get out and travel
6.

Melbourne requires a new marketing proposition including linkage to attractions within 90 minutes of the city

7. As we look to establish international travel bubbles, leverage Australia’s ‘world class’ reputation, as a trusted,
COVID safe location

8. Deliver intrastate Campaign to drive visitation (including region to region, region to city and city to region)
9. Deliver interstate campaigns focused on drawing visitation from NSW, SA and Queensland
10. Establish a cooperative marketing fund to encourage product to invest in promoting the offerings of the state
11. Develop a Drive/Touring Marketing Strategy
12. Deliver a business events campaign - similar approach could be adopted to the bushfire pledge to meet in the
regions. Longer lead times = future business

13. Invest in research and data to inform better planning with regard to consumer sentiment, trends and changes in
preferences post Covid-19 which can inform our industry and marketing

14. International Campaigns need to be considered and developed now to roll out to emerging travel bubble countries
(e.g. leisure, events and students)

15. Visa processing needs to be streamlined to further position Australia as a welcoming destination
12

Short term
2-7mths

Longer term
7-12mths

16. Push for Incentive travel business, starting with New Zealand
17. Establish a reference group between VV and industry that can ensure we are on top of changes in sentiment, etc.
which will affect our marketing messages

18. Re-launch Victoria’s Icons to international markets
19. Invest in driving visitation from other international markets to be less dependent on China
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Recommendations – Events
(Note: this theme has both Demand and Supply issues)
Immediate
Now-2mths

Overview
1. Develop a timeline for restarting the events sector taking into account social distancing requirements and gathering
sizes allowed. If this is not clearly defined by JULY, the sector will lose the rest of the year – and potentially more.
2. Develop industry led guidelines for restart of different event types e.g. business event, festival, community; with
respect of metro vs regional
3. Embrace innovation developed by industry to allow events to commence again sooner e.g. Smart e-badges or
MeetSAFE programs
4. Recognise the specific requirements of business events in comparison to mass gatherings, as controls and other key
measures can be put in place to facilitate earlier commencement
5. Establish timeline for restart with sufficient lead times for international major events
6. VTIC to coordinate the events sector to provide recommendations to Government on how they can adapt and
conform
7. Restart strategy/ plan for Major Events
8. Need to develop a restart strategy/ plan for conducting Regional Events
9. Effective calendar management to support entertainment, sporting and community events as they resume
10. Allow events to occur in permanent structures (i.e. stadia) where crowd control and social distancing is possible
11. Deliver a State-wide Workforce Plan to ameliorate pressures on securing staff for the events sector
12. Maintain optimism of operators post-Sept when Federal assistance will cease with a continued safety net for events
13. Implement a rolling funding model for the Business Events Program as opposed to 2 or 4-year cycling terms
14. Suspend the Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) on meal entertainment and accommodation expenses for all businesses and
employees for the next three years
15. Develop and deliver an events strategy for smaller-scale events
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Short term
2-7mths

Longer term
7-12mths

Recommendations – Industry Strengthening
Immediate
Now-2mths

Overview
1. Provide assistance with managing Covid-19 across all sectors of the industry as restrictions are eased and the
industry reopens
2. Develop a Covid-19 consumer awareness campaign to inform the public of the necessary restrictions that have
been put in place and the requirements businesses need to adhere to in order to operate
3. Provide surety of funding from government to support industry to survive and revive, this includes commitment of
$10 million pa over 4 years to fund the formation of new Visitor Economy Partnerships structure
4. Capacity building specifically for the events and business events sector to allow the industry to adapt and run while
restrictions are in place
5. Provide ongoing Government support
6. Invest $3 million pa over 3 years in building the skills and capability of the industry in Victoria
7. Share consumer insights with industry to encourage improved experience development
8. Deliver a state-wide Skills and Workforce Planning Study
9. Establish a regional flagship events fund
10. Creation of a Regional Business Events Bid Fund to allow Victoria to compete effectively with other regional
destinations across Australia
11. Strengthen and embed the Visitor Economy’s place in the State economic agenda
12. Education process for the unlicensed and unregulated areas of visitor economy (e.g. AirBnb properties in regional
Victoria)
13. Education and training to assist industry in their research capability
14. Implement a cancellation insurance policy system that customers can ‘opt into’ at point of booking
15. Develop an investment attraction and facilitation strategy
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Short term
2-7mths

Longer term
7-12mths

Recommendations – Product Strengthening and Aviation
Immediate
Now-2mths

Overview
1. Establish a Product Development Innovation Fund with $200 million pa over four years to support improved
product/experience development and upgrade of visitor services amenities
2. Facilitate the implementation of investment and development priority projects already identified
3. Develop a Drive/Touring routes Strategy – leverage existing touring routes and related products for marketing to
intra and interstate markets
4. Provide assistance with managing Covid-19 across all sectors of the industry as restrictions are eased and the
industry reopens
5. Incentivise airline attraction beyond marketing support by investing $15 million pa over three years
6. Release at least a summary version of the recommendations made under the Regional Tourism Review conducted
mid-last year
7. Victoria needs to undertake urgent reform of its Statutory Planning Approvals Process and whole of government
facilitation support for investment and development projects of state and regional significance
8. Apply more creative thinking to use of public spaces in metro and regional areas
9. Develop a state-wide Visitor Economy Destination Masterplan for Victoria
10. Develop a Nature-based tourism strategy
11. Activate an ‘Infrastructure Development Fund’ to support game-changing development projects
12. Rapid opening of international borders for international education sector given they will be residing for extended
period time and attract VFR
13. Focus on improving the quality of visitor servicing across Victoria
14. Develop an aviation recovery strategy approved by State Government to rebuild industry
15. Provide Government support for development of airport infrastructure investment through approvals and facilitation
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Short term
2-7mths

Longer term
7-12mths

16. Invest in secondary airports to encourage better regional dispersal
17. Improved alignment of Government policy to support priorities for tourism growth
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Recommendations – Data and Insights
Immediate
Now-2mths

Overview
1. Develop Industry Impact Assessments across the state to measure and monitor implications of Covid-19
restrictions on performance
2. Ensure access to integrated data that captures what is currently missing, such as mobility data, sharing platforms,
spend, and community sentiment
3. Properly resource research and insights to ensure we are equipping the industry with the tools and knowledge to
be responsive and effective in the current environment
4. Share data with operators around the importance of building consumer confidence in getting visitors to reengage
with travel and hospitality
5. Ensure there is readily available economic data on the value of tourism
6. Business cases and economic data are required to support and encourage investment projects
7. Consumer Sentiment and Insights data to be provided
8. Consumer segmentation studies to understand the value to Victoria
9. Setting targets and benchmarks for regional dispersal and spend in measuring the state’s overall performance
10. Re-forecasting of growth targets in light of Covid-Safe and then post-Covid environments
11. Setting supply targets that will measure the success of getting key infrastructure projects completed across Victoria
12. Ensure the collection, dissemination and access to data sources that will provide granular insights on visitor
behaviour, sentiment and trends across Victorian destinations
13. Commence specific data collection on business and other events in Victoria, regional vs metro
14. Undertake customer journey mapping to understand how consumers are considering and purchasing the
destinations they decide to visit
15. Real-time data to support understanding of key metrics relating to visitor spend, occupancy, travel patterns etc.
16. Ongoing data measurement by government – as per Regional Tourism Review
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Short term
2-7mths

Longer term
7-12mths

17. Complete regional airport and transport infrastructure review to support improved dispersal
18. Regular communication of international market insights
19. Address the gap in the research funding model for universities to do significant work for the tourism sector as
compared to other sectors
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Recommendations – Collaboration
Immediate
Now-2mths

Overview
1. Improve structures for Government engagement with RTBs, destinations and industry associations
2. Facilitate consumer sentiment studies – track our ‘return to normal’ process via surveys in collaboration with other
parties
3. Visit Victoria to establish capacity for direct to operator connections as a means of improving cooperative spending
with those that can afford to support VV marketing efforts
4. Focus on activating Drive Strategy for quick implementation
5. Establish experience themes to encourage product collaboration across the state
6. Clearly articulate the role of VTIC, RTBs and Destination Managers in revival of industry
7. Establish a stronger Team Victoria
8. Use the thematic approach as an effective platform for ‘manufacturing’ products and experiences to re-engage
consumers on the virtues of Victoria
9. Activate new non-traditional retail partners to support drive strategy
10. Collaborate with regional transport carriers to improve state-wide dispersal
11. Take a whole of government approach i.e. Ministerial Council/Committee and restructuring to combine demand and
supply
12. New International Marketing Strategy to be developed in collaboration with industry
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Short term
2-7mths

Longer term
7-12mths

APPENDIX 2:

DETAILED
CONSIDERATION OF THE
ACTIONS, INITIATIVES AND
INVESTMENT REQUIRED

Recommendations – Marketing
Immediate Recommendations: Now – 2 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

1. Secure long-term
discretionary funding for Visit
Victoria of $40 million pa over 4
years

o Additional $20 million pa over
2 FYs to support efforts post
bushfires and COVID-19

2. Source new data and
insights on consumer
sentiment to understand the
propensity to attend business
events, as well as other events

o Benchmark data needed to
track progress against short
term recovery targets - break
down to analyse Melbourne vs
Regional vs State-wide

3. Shift to tactical retail
campaign activity from a
BRAND focus, collaborating
with products directly

o There needs to be an element
of this $20 million dedicated to
industry activities and
quarantined for RTB cooperative campaigns

o Immediate $5 million funding
allocation prior to October
budget for urgent use e.g.
media activity by VV to drive
intrastate demand

o Important this is coordinated
by VV
o Drive substantial coinvestment with industry

o Consumer will be forever
changed, and we cannot rely
on our traditional positioning
for Melbourne to drive the
tourism performance for the
state

o

4. Secure long-term funding for
MCB and BEV to ensure their
continuity in attracting
business events to Melbourne
and Regional Victoria

o A four-year funding
commitment of $60 million to
the Melbourne Convention
Bureau (i.e. $15 million per
annum)

o A four-year funding
commitment of $4.56 million to
Business Events Victoria (i.e.
$640,000 annual operating
budget and $500,000 annual
bid fund)

5. Develop and deliver a
dedicated campaign to rebuild
confidence of the public to get
out and travel

o Right now, customers are keen
to know about safety and
security if they start to travel
again

o There is a definitive role for
accreditation in rebuilding
consumer confidence in the
COVID-Safe world
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Align with various channel
partners to activate key
experience themes of:
▪ Drive/Touring Routes
▪ Nature-based Tourism
▪ Culture and Heritage
▪ Epicurean Tourism
▪ First Peoples Tourism

o Destinations and industry need
to see means by which they
connect to the state campaign
and retail through their own
channels

6. Melbourne requires a new
marketing proposition
including linkages to
attractions within 90 minutes of
the city

o With the loss of events in
Melbourne, the destination will
need to link Melbourne with
regional destinations

o Need to build a market that
stays for longer periods of time
- Itinerary planning becomes
critical

o Revisit the Melbourne PLUS
concept by attaching
Melbourne to other destinations
and attributes

7. As we look to establish
international travel bubbles,
leverage Australia’s ‘world
class’ reputation, as a trusted,
COVID safe location

o Communicate and market key
safety record messages to
prospective travellers

o Allow regions to activate
messaging that is not
necessarily dictated by the
state government messaging

o This is not a medium to long
term issue … we need to
address our state’s
communication plan as an
immediate priority

o Build new compelling offerings
that surround well-known
icons/attractions as new
triggers to travel to lesser
known destinations

Short Term Recommendations: 2 – 7 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

8. Deliver intrastate Campaign
to drive visitation (including
region to region, region to city
and city to region)

o Dedicated funding for RTBs to
deliver regionally.

o As noted above, allocate a
portion of the $20 million
additional crisis funding for VV
to this task

9. Deliver interstate campaigns
focused on drawing visitation
from NSW, SA and Queensland

o Triggers and motivations will
be very different for
consumers

o Consider how we activate the
markets with most familiarity
for our destination to move the
needle more quickly (e.g. 4 mil
people in Greater Melbourne)

o This will require cooperative
activity with conversion partners
e.g. digital distribution channels,
airlines and hotels

10. Establish a cooperative
marketing fund to encourage
product to invest in promoting
the offerings of the state

o Coop is not always $$ - need
to think differently about this

o Develop product special offers
across the industry with longer
validity periods

o These offers can be an
important tool in driving interest
and conversion

11. Develop a Drive/Touring
Marketing Strategy

o Marketing campaigns should
consider non-traditional
alignments such as petrol
cards, AMEX/ VISA/ MC or

o Non-traditional partnerships
need to rely on consumer
sentiment and trends to
ensure we’re attracting the
right partners to align with our
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o VV needs the ability to work
directly with larger industry
operators such as AHA,
AAoA, RACV, Accor, etc., as
well as with RTBs and other
destinations

automotive partners to support
Drive Strategy.

brand and consumer
preferences

12. Deliver business events
campaign - similar approach
could be adopted to the
bushfire pledge to meet in the
regions. Longer lead times =
future business

o Need to re-think how we
attract, create and curate
events across the state as we
create new ‘reasons to travel’

o Cannot rely on event
producers to dictate the
direction and scope of our
events

13. Invest in research and data
to inform better planning with
regard to consumer sentiment,
trends and changes in
preferences post Covid-19
which can inform our industry
and marketing

o Audience segmentation will be
vital in this phase of recovery

o Make an investment in
properly resourcing this
important channel to support
the industry’s recovery (see
financial request in data and
insights section)

Longer Term Recommendations: 7 – 12 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

14. International Campaigns
need to be considered and
developed now to roll out to
emerging travel bubble
countries (e.g. leisure, events
and students)
15. Visa processing needs to be
streamlined to further position
Australia as a welcoming
destination

o State Government to use its
influence at the Federal level to
prosecute this position

16. Push for Incentive travel
business, starting with New
Zealand

o Greater focus on developing
and promoting incentive
product in regional Victoria
beyond those traditionally
engaged
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o VTIC to work with the business
events sector in sending a
consistent message

17. Establish a reference group
between VV and industry that
can ensure we are on top of
changes in sentiment, etc
which will affect our marketing
messages

o Marketing needs to match the
experience on the ground

18. Re-launch Victoria’s Icons
to international markets
through industry training and
advertising campaigns

o This will become critical as we
look to engage new markets
that are deemed ‘safe to travel’
in a limited post-Covid world

19. Invest in driving visitation
from other international
markets to be less dependent
on China

o Education of industry will need
to occur to prepare them for
effective engagement with
markets beyond China

o VTIC can provide the platform
to bring all the industry
associations together and
ensure we are aligned, i.e.
similar format to the
Government Covid Response
and the National Cabinet
formation

o State needs to push for
changes at the Federal level to
EMDG that will encourage reengaging of some traditional
markets
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Recommendations – Events

(Note: this theme has both Demand and Supply issues)

Immediate Recommendations: Now – 2 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

1. Develop a timeline for
restarting the events sector
taking into account social
distancing requirements and
gathering sizes allowed
If this is not clearly defined by
JULY, the sector will lose the rest
of the year – and potentially more.

o There was hope business
events might be able to
activate their pipeline quickly –
that has not eventuated and
now looking at very little
between now and June 2021

o Immediate plan is needed for
an increase to group
gatherings (20,50,100 etc.) as
current levels are not workable
for the sector

o Urgent need to move from
social distancing requirement
of 4sqm to 2sqm as an
acceptable interim

o Understand that ‘temporary
structures’ used in major
events will not be viable even
at a revised 2sqm option.
Events involving large amounts
of temporary infrastructure will
NOT be viable with current
restrictions

2. Develop industry led
guidelines for restart of
different event types e.g.
business event, festival,
community; with respect of
metro vs regional

o Measures to manage the flow
of patrons once onsite
o Distinct rules for outdoor
events vs indoor venues –
each has quite specific needs
and the ability to deal
differently with Covid
requirements

o Clear definition of ‘100 pax per
enclosed space’ rule is
urgently required to assist the
industry in preparing

o Retail activation is a big part of
events that requires
consideration – e.g. Caravan
and Camping Shows that sell
products in a B2C environment

o Ambiguity and variation of
rules needs to be addressed
▪ There must be consistency
to how these rules are
applied across venues
(e.g. sporting venues vs
cultural venues vs
business event venues)
▪ We must respect however
that ‘one size does not fit
all’ and direct engagement
with various elements of
the sector is vital in
creating a workable
roadmap

3. Embrace innovation
developed by industry to allow
events to commence again
sooner e.g. Smart e-badges or
MeetSAFE programs

o Engage with key players and
use their innovation
capabilities to problem solve
and design elements that can

o Smaller events that can be
held in smaller venues might
be allowed to open sooner as
they can provide good ‘test
and learn’ options
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assist industry to comply with
regulations
4. Recognise the specific
capabilities of business events
in comparison to mass
gatherings, as controls and
other key measures can be put
in place to facilitate earlier
commencement

o Protocols have already been
established by the sector to
comply with requirements

o Government needs to engage
urgently with the sector to
understand how they can
conform and to establish a
reasonable timeline to
reactivation

o Business events sector is not
contemplating international
events for at least 12-18
months – focus right now
needs to be on national event
opportunities from Sept 2020

5. Establish timeline for restart
with sufficient lead times for
international major events

o Certainty and committed
decisions are vital for
international events, where
long-lead times are needed,
and arrangements cannot
easily be changed. This will
need coordination at a state
and federal level

o A minimum of 6 months
advance notice is required for
our Major International Events
to prepare for reactivation
o Ramifications of delaying
these decisions are immense
to the sector

o ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY
is a key international event that
needs to be considered within
this sector

6. VTIC to coordinate the events
sector to provide
recommendations to
Government on how they can
adapt and conform

o Major events like Australian
Grand Prix and the Australian
Open will find existing
restrictions and density
quotients unworkable within
their business models

o Events sector needs to
illustrate how they can deliver
effectively under ‘restricted
operations’

o A ‘suite of solutions’ needs to
be developed – NOT A ONE
SIZE FITS ALL MODEL with
consideration of….
▪ Indoor vs outdoor
▪ Duration of event
▪ Incorporation of other risk
mitigation approaches
(temperature checks,
distancing, masks, Covidsafe app, etc.)
▪ Risk appetite - weighing up
health considerations with
economic considerations
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o Recognise that a minimum 6
weeks advance notice is
critical – larger events require,
staffing, supplies, equipment
hire etc. to reactivate
▪ This includes community
events as well who require
notice so they can start
working on funding
channels and sources

Short Term Recommendations: 2 – 7 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

7. Restart strategy/ plan for
Major Events
• Melbourne Cup Carnival
• Australian Grand Prix
• Harry Potter
• Cricket World Cup
• Australian Open

o In the absence of international visitation,
Major Events on the Melbourne calendar
become a vital drawcard for interstate
visitation

o As additional $10 million pa over the next
two years to be added to the Major Events
Fund to secure or create one to two big
replacement events in Melbourne for 2021
and 2022.
o This could include Live Entertainment, Sport
or Cultural events that would be exclusive to
Melbourne e.g U2 Concert, Liverpool vs
Manchester, World Horse Racing Challenge

8. Need to develop a restart
strategy/ plan for conducting
Regional Events

o This will be vital to supporting recovery in
regional VIC

o Regional Events Fund needs to be broader
in its criteria and include consideration for
event development and delivery

9. Effective calendar
management to support
entertainment, sporting and
community events as they
resume

o Venue spaces will be at a premium as
many events look to activate at the same
time

o Program needs to be developed for
reactivation of events, particularly in
Melbourne’s CBD

10. Allow events to occur in
permanent structures (i.e.
stadia) where crowd control
and social distancing is
possible

o Leverage learnings from sporting bodies
like the AFL and NRL and other interstate
activation activities as restrictions are
eased

11. Deliver a state-wide
Workforce Planning Study

o Apply a model for events similar to what
Delaware North does for the Australian
Open

o A ‘sharing’ model of qualified staff across
major events in Victoria could help in the
pressures that we will find in re-attracting
staff

12. Maintain optimism of
operators post-September
when Federal assistance will
cease with a continued safety
net for events

o TAFES to develop appropriate training
programs to help events in complying with
Covid-Safe obligations

o Any curriculum needs to include options for
training delivered in the workplace
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o Is there an appetite for some ‘exemptions’
on higher value events with evidence of
how they might manage Covid related
risks?

o Consider extension of business relief that
can support the events sector given they
cannot reanimate at the same pace as
other industries

Longer Term Recommendations: 7 – 12 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

13. Implement a rolling funding
model for the Business Events
Program as opposed to 2 or 4year cycling terms

o Core major events funding is enshrined in
the Visit Victoria budget, but business
events has a lapsing funding model that
puts its viability into question every 2-4
years

14. Suspend the Fringe Benefits
Tax (FBT) on meal
entertainment and
accommodation expenses for
all businesses and employees
for the next three years

o This can help to drive business back to a
decimated sector

o Needs to also be extended to sports and
entertainment (e.g. GP) to incentivize
business to host again and attend events

o State Government to use its influence at
the Federal level to prosecute this position

15. Develop and deliver an
events strategy for smallerscale events

o Focus tends to be too heavily weighted on
major events and big international business
events

o Funding model needs to be agreed for
these events as a consequence of the
strategy development

o This is particularly relevant for events in the
Greater Melbourne region as they are not
eligible for any steams of regional events
funding opportunities
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Recommendations – Industry Strengthening
Immediate Recommendations: Now – 2 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

1. Provide assistance with
managing Covid-19 across all
sectors of the industry as
restrictions are eased and the
industry reopens

o Training programs are
immediately needed to support
industry with implementing
guidelines

2. Develop a Covid-19
consumer awareness campaign
to inform the public of the
necessary restrictions that
have been put in place and the
requirements businesses need
to adhere to in order to operate

o Can assist with ‘social license’
issues that are emerging and
support operators through a
period when customer service
may be impeded

3. Provide surety of funding
from government to support
industry to survive and revive,
this includes commitment of
$10 million pa over 4 years to
fund the formation of new
Visitor Economy Partnerships
structure
4. Capacity building specifically
for the events and business
events sector to allow the
industry to adapt and run while
restrictions are in place

o Activate the TAFE network as
a delivery channel for training
with ‘on-site’ training programs
being developed as well

o Need to bridge the gap
between micro/SME
businesses and larger tourism
products or Governmentowned attractions in
addressing policies
surrounding servicing the
consumer in a new Covid-Safe
operating world

o The issue of ‘social license’
looms large and the industry
will need guidance in
managing community
expectations

o Demand side – VV, MCB, BEV
need confirmation of their
funding agreements for the
next 4 years (see amount
referenced in Marketing
Recommendations)

o Supply side – RTBs and VTIC
play a vital role in supporting
industry from survival through
to revival and need to be
resourced to perform this
function effectively

o Finalise RTB structures and
resolve commitment to their
funding stream for the next
three years (as was
recommended in the Regional
Tourism Review)

o RTBs have lost industry
contributions and capacity of
business to provide
cooperative investment.
Substantial lift of funding for
RTBs is urgently required

o Guidance and support in
restructuring events and how
they’re delivered in a Covid
world

o New event development, within
both greater Melbourne and
regional areas

o Assistance in restructuring
business models as venues
struggle with current operating
limitations
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5. Provide ongoing
Government support

o Use state influence with
Federal Government to extend
Job Keeper, or implement
similar program at state level to
support business – critical for
survival while revenues will be
significantly marginalised

o Waive land tax, council rates,
payroll tax for 12 months to
support businesses through
recovery to revival

Short Term Recommendations: 2 – 7 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

6. Invest $3 million pa over 3
years in capability building
of the industry in Victoria

o Digital skills of industry need
to be urgently addressed – at
both the technical level (e.g.
managing digital distribution
channels and related
contracts) as well as using
digital channels to drive
demand
o Direct to consumer
distribution capability need to
be enhanced

o Assist operators in
understanding new customer
preferences post-Covid
▪ What are the emerging
Customer needs/
expectations?
▪ Interpreting research/
insights
o Packaging and retail
offerings in the immediate
period to drive domestic
conversion will be vital

o Story telling skills become
more important when looking
to inspire domestic visitors
o Business restructuring and
continuity during the next 6month survival period
o Managing and projecting
revenue / modelling
o Deliver programs to improve
grant writing skills of industry
to support them in their
efforts to be sustainable

7. Experience development

o Better communication of
consumer sentiment studies
and research into changing
consumer preferences to
broader industry beyond just
the RTBs

o Journey mapping to assist
industry in creating new
experiences that respond to
new consumer preferences

o Scheme to support and
incentivise Victorians to take
a holiday in Victoria

8. Deliver a state-wide Skills
and Workforce Planning
Study

o Rebuild confidence of
overseas workers, visa
holders – industry rely on
this workforce and given no
support during this time,

o Career of choice – need to
build confidence that the
visitor economy has a future
and pathway as a career in
the post-Covid environment

o Defining for industry the role
of various elements in the
tourism structures and how
to connect, including
industry associations etc.
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o Government support for quality
accreditation programs to improve
industry resilience
o Risk management and disaster
preparedness needs to be bolstered
with the industry
o VTIC can lead industry-led mentoring
(along the lines of what’s provided for
the tourism awards process)

o Investigate perennial problems such as
seasonality, use of seasonal workers
and skilled migration to identify their
role in solving our skills shortages

proves a real challenge and
could lead to skills shortage

o Tourism to be recognised
formally in government
supported Apprentice and
Traineeships programs

9. Establish a regional
flagship events fund

o While funding of events via
government grants is
important, need to also look
at how we educate the
industry to create, curate and
deliver better events across
the State

o Establish partnership with
university/ies to deliver event
capability building, especially
in regional areas

10. Creation of a Regional
Business Events Bid Fund to
allow Victoria to compete
effectively with other
regional destinations across
Australia

o Other states have access to
a bid fund which gives them
unfair advantage when
Victoria is trying to attract
business events into regional
areas

o Events that are delivered by
the national association
sector are a key source of
their revenue, bid fund
support provides surety for
these events to continue to
meet.

o Introduce government
support or incentives that
can drive customer demand
in the business events
sector to keep them meeting
e.g. future events/ stimulus
package

Longer Term Recommendations: 7 – 12 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

11. Strengthen and embed the
Visitor Economy’s place in the
State economic agenda

o The Visitor Economy is a high
labour-intensive industry and
job creator. It is a key
economic driver for both metro
and regional, enabling
population retention (including
youth) and growth in regional
areas
o Potential for Local Government
to apply a ‘commercial rating’
to these properties with

12. Education process for the
unlicensed and unregulated
areas of visitor economy (e.g.

o Post-Covid, there are
tremendous opportunities to
grow regional participation and
tourism can play a significant
role in attracting and retaining
population to these areas
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o Develop Portable Long-Service Leave
Scheme for tourism industry, similar to
what currently exists for the
construction industry in Victoria:
https://www.coinvest.com.au/%20aboutcoinvest/%20how-coinvest-works

AirBnb properties in regional
Victoria
13. Education and training to
assist industry in their research
capability

revenue raised going to
support RTB marketing efforts
o Gap in research funding for the
last 10 years for academia to
work with industry on applied
research (e.g. STCRC model)

14. Implement a cancellation
insurance policy system that
customers can ‘opt into’ at
point of booking

o Consumers to have access to
an insurance policy option
when booking (similar to the
experience when booking a
flight where you complete as
part of the one transaction) to
protect purchaser and operator
in the event of cancellation

15. Develop an investment
attraction and facilitation
strategy

o The notion of a ‘Concierge’
function has been raised in
previous response grid to
support investor in navigating
the planning framework in
Victoria

o Create stronger connections
between industry and
academia to connect them with
resources that can assist and
improve their business
operations
o This could be a game changer
as it would shift the burden
from the operator to the
consumer when something
goes wrong e.g. bushfire,
COVID spike etc.

o This would be a key output of
any strategy for investment
attraction
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o In the current environment, this
may require government to
underwrite the initiative to get it
off the ground

o This could be a key enabler for
driving bookings for Victorian
business and has potential to
be taken up at a national level
as a means of removing
challenges of risk of loss and
survivability

Recommendations – Product Strengthening and Aviation
Immediate Recommendations: Now – 2 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

1. Establish a Product
Development Innovation Fund
with $200 million pa over four
years to support improved
product/experience
development and upgrade of
visitor services amenities

o Government has such funds for other industries, but not
‘tourism’
o Master Fund with specific program components directed
at major attractions (visitation >200K) and infrastructure
improvements across Victoria that will need to do the
‘heavy-lifting’ in recovery
o Specific funding program for RTBs for product
development such as Touring Routes, product
packaging, Digital capacity building, Industry
development

2. Facilitate activation of
investment and development
priority projects already
identified

o Opportunities include:
▪ projects of "State Significance"
▪ regionally significant projects
▪ public infrastructure projects
▪ visitor amenity and services projects
to enhance visitor experience
▪ projects with planning approval

o Much of this is already included in regional
DMPs…this needs to be leveraged to move
quickly in this critical space

3. Develop a Drive/ Touring
routes Strategy – leverage
existing touring routes and
related products for marketing
to intra and interstate markets

o Ensure we have the necessary products
and experiences to underpin these touring
routes
o May require some redesign to cater for
domestic markets

o Develop suggested touring itineraries to
allow regions to inspire and capture
potential audiences, including day trippers
and overnight stays
o Ensure balanced coverage across regions,
highlighting unique aspects and
complementing existing touring routes

o Incentives may be needed to attract RTB
and Local Council support for these
regional touring routes

4. Provide assistance with
managing Covid-19 across all
sectors of the industry as

o Training programs are immediately needed
to support industry with implementing
guidelines

o The issue of ‘social license’ looms large
and the industry will require guidance in
managing community expectations

o Promote the value of the visitor economy to
communities to support development
priorities
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o Master Innovation Fund purpose, principles and targets:
▪ Major attractions, (public and private), product enhancement
▪ Accommodation and service delivery
▪ Destination and experience development
▪ Incentivise cooperative product development within and across regions
and Melbourne
▪ Product strength enhancement across key themes – cultural, heritage,
nature-based, indigenous, culinary and events
▪ Implementation of RTB priority projects already identified

restrictions are eased and the
industry reopens
5. Incentivise airline attraction
by investing $15 million pa over
three years

o Funding models need to be applied in
Victoria that go beyond just marketing
support to attract carriers to the destination
(as occurs in other states)

o Government support for Trans-Tasman
bubble activity (and other Covid-Safe travel
bubbles) to encourage direct routes to
Melbourne

o This needs to be continually reviewed as
more borders open

6. Release at least a summary
version of the
recommendations made under
the Regional Tourism Review
conducted mid-last year

o This is a critical platform upon which this
recovery planning needs to be based

o Provide funding to accelerate
implementation

o Set distinct targets for the performance of
regional tourism in the state, including
targets for new product development in
regional areas

7. Victoria needs to undertake
urgent reform of its Statutory
Planning Approvals Process
and whole of government
facilitation support for
investment and development
projects of state and regional
significance

o ‘Concierge’ program to assist developers in
navigating the planning processes across
all levels of government

8. Apply more creative thinking
to use of public spaces in metro
and regional areas

o Consider issuing temp licenses or permits
that can allow for short-medium term usage
of public spaces that can improve operating
performance during COVID-Safe limitations

Short Term Recommendations: 2 – 7 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

9. Develop a state-wide Visitor
Economy Destination
Masterplan for Victoria

o This must be prioritised

o Use existing RTB DMPs as the basis to
commence this work efficiently

10. Develop a nature-based
tourism strategy

o This was a key recommendation of the
VTIC RTR Submission, and it remains a
high priority

o Public infrastructure investment is critical to
ensure we have a strong basis for
development of products ‘in-nature’
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o World Heritage and World GEO Park
Trails need to be identified and invested
in as defining points of differentiation for
Victoria

o This project can start now, ahead of any
budget hand-down in October
o This work needs to happen in tandem with
other planning activities
11. Implement an ‘Infrastructure
Development Fund’ to support
game changing development
projects

o Such a fund could be used to support
‘game-changing’ infrastructure projects
across the state, including those that
merely require immediate investment in
public works projects

12. Rapid opening of
international borders for
international education sector
given they will be residing for
extended period time and
attract VFR

o Imperative that the Victorian Government
engages urgently with the Federal
Government to ensure our state is included
in any such planning nationally

13. Focus on improving the
quality of Visitor servicing
across Victoria

o Release and provide funding support for
recommendations from the Visitor Servicing
Review conducted mid-last year and
synergistic regional innovation projects

14. Develop an aviation
recovery strategy approved by
State Government to rebuild
industry

o This is a critical initiative to finalise if we are
to ensure that Victoria’s aviation sector can
reactivate competitively with other
destinations

o Dollar value of this fund should be
commensurate with value the visitor
economy represents to the state
o The $2.7 billion Building Works Program
should provide a separate funding source for
these game-changing projects
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o Undertake a comprehensive audit of
infrastructure development and
government investment in other states

Longer Term Recommendations: 7 – 12 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

15. Provide government support
for development of airport
infrastructure investment
through approvals and
facilitation

o Invest Victoria or other relevant department to act as case
manager to work with industry reps, state authorities and local
government on necessary planning scheme amendments &/or
fast-tracking approval processes

16. Invest in secondary airports
to encourage better regional
dispersal

o E.g. Mildura, Bendigo, Albury-Wodonga

o Missing regional access into East Gippsland

17. Improved alignment of
Government policy to support
priorities for tourism growth
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Recommendations – Data and Insights
Immediate Recommendations: Now – 2 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

1. Develop Industry Impact
Assessments across the state
to measure and monitor
implications of Covid-19
restrictions on performance

o Provide data for baseline impact of
regional and metro visitation in June after
the easing of restrictions

2. Ensure access to integrated
data that captures what is
currently missing, such as
mobility data, sharing
platforms, spend, and
community sentiment

o Consumer sentiment measures need to
include evolution of intention to travel,
attend events, dine, etc. as we progress
through restrictions

3. Properly resource research
and insights to ensure we are
equipping the industry with the
tools and knowledge to be
responsive and effective in the
current environment

o Data will inform operators on peaks and
troughs in accommodation and nonaccommodation bookings providing
insights for opportunities to build/expand
offerings

o Track and monitor pace and reach of
recovery data and insights

o This is a point that must be actioned
immediately and ongoing
o An additional $5 million pa over four
years should be invested to support
development and dissemination of
research and insights within TEVE

o Establish a central ‘source of truth’ that
provides insights into future trends and
requirements

o Current historical data is useful in monitoring
past performance, but Victorian operators are
lacking future insights and research to inform
business decisions, establish new targets
markets and maximise investments

4. Share data with operators
around the importance of
building consumer confidence
in getting visitors to reengage
with travel and hospitality

o The issue of ‘social license’ has become
critical

o Strong and clear communication to stress
the importance of understanding and
implementing Covid-Safe requirements to
staff and guests.

o Ongoing need to continually measure
community sentiment in this area

5. Ensure there is readily
available economic data on the
value of tourism

o Provide consistent and reliable data on
economic impact of the visitor economy,
including employment

o This employment data needs to be more
granular so we can capture ‘higher value’
jobs vs entry level positions and be able to
compare our performance with other states

Data needs to be broken down by LGA or other
mechanism to be useful in engaging local
councils on their role in tourism

6. Business cases and
economic data are required to

o Create a seamless system to work with
potential investors to support their
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support and encourage
investment projects

business case development and
maximise the number of projects
ultimately completed in the state.

Short Term Recommendations: 2 – 7 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

7. Consumer Sentiment and
Insights data to be provided

o Changes in consumer preferences need
to be monitored to inform new product
development

o Look at ‘Destination THINK’ or other such
models to capture regular and reliable
sentiment studies for Victoria

o Dedicated research into the propensity of
consumers to re-engage with larger scale
business events

8. Consumer segmentation
studies to understand the value
to Victoria

o Customer segments need to be more
specific to the various regions they are
engaging with
o A distinct piece of work needs to be
completed to quantify the value of key
experience themes for Victoria:
▪ The Drive Market
▪ Nature-based Tourism
▪ Culture and Heritage
▪ Epicurean Tourism
▪ First Peoples Tourism

o General ‘lifestyle leaders’ is no longer
adequate in marketing to a post-Covid
audience

o This segmentation needs to be shared with
industry to help inform more effective
communication strategies

9. Setting targets and
benchmarks for regional
dispersal and spend in
measuring the state’s overall
performance

o Success measures need to go well
beyond merely the high-level figures for
the number of people coming to Victoria
and how much they spend overall

10. Re-forecasting of growth
targets in light of Covid-Safe
and then post-Covid
environments

o This needs to be considered ‘region by
region’ as the performance is vastly
different from area to area
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11. Setting supply targets that
will measure the success of
getting key infrastructure
projects completed across
Victoria

o Create commitment on the part of
government departments to support
development across the state

12. Ensure the collection,
dissemination and access to
data sources that will provide
granular insights on visitor
behaviour, sentiment and
trends across Victorian
destinations

o Data sources need to be inclusive of realtime data that reveals visitor mobility
patterns, engagement with the share
economy, satisfaction levels, intentions
and other indicators that will facilitate
business decision making and destination
planning

o Data is also necessary to measure
progress toward business and planning
objectives

13. Commence specific data
collection on business and
other events in Victoria,
regional vs metro

o Audit of infrastructure and
accommodation supply to support
business and other events in regional
Victoria

o Need to have specific data that captures
economic contribution and employment
delivered by the business events sector

14. Undertake customer journey
mapping to understand how
consumers are considering and
purchasing the destinations
they decide to visit

o As we compete for domestic visitation, we
need to have more specific data on the
movements, motivators, inhibitors and
competitive set of consumers

15. Real-time data to support
understanding of key metrics
relating to visitor spend,
occupancy, travel patterns etc.

o There is data that currently exists from
operators across the state that can inform
this project

o There is a role for VTIC in overseeing such
a project with a designated third-party
provider
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o Quarterly data on demand performance and
consumer preferences to assist in
determining key infrastructure projects to be
undertaken

Longer Term Recommendations: 7 – 12 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

16. Ongoing data measurement
by government – as per
Regional Tourism Review

o New KPIs are required to measure the performance and
contribution of regional tourism

o Establish new industry performance metrics to measure regional
performance based on yield, dispersal and overnight stays data.

17. Regional Airport and
transport infrastructure review
to support improved dispersal

o Create new entry hubs into the state that establish new hub
and spoke options across regional VIC

o This is critical to drive regional dispersal

18. Regular communication of
international market insights

o With the current hold on resuming normal international
engagement, focus is required on this issue as it relates to any
travel bubbles that might be created globally

19. Address the gap in the
research funding model for
universities to do significant
work for the tourism sector as
compared to other sectors

o There were previously some very good models for
collaborative research undertaken by industry and academia.
These need to be revisited
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o This work needs to also include government capability to improve their
sharing of this research and ability to distil content to insights

Recommendations – Collaboration
Immediate Recommendations: Now – 2 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

1. Improve structures for
Government engagement with
RTBs, destinations and
industry associations (this
includes RTBs, VTIC and
destination managers)

o Establish a workable framework for
engaging with industry beyond the
recognised regional structures

o There must be a formal structure created for
engaging with Greater Melbourne

2. Facilitate consumer
sentiment studies – track our
‘return to normal’ process via
surveys in collaboration with
other parties

o Better interpretation of the data and wider
and more inclusive communication with
industry

o Implement proper structures for better
circulation of these insights to industry
Now and ongoing

3. Visit Victoria to establish
capacity for ‘direct to operator’
connections as a means of
improving cooperative
spending with those that can
afford to support VV marketing
efforts

o The industry to develop a structure to
directly inform and educate VV on regional
offers beyond the hero/iconic products

o Establish a plan for how VV can engage
more broadly with private enterprise to use
their consumer platforms to showcase
Victoria (e.g. RACV, Big 4 Holiday Parks,
Accor etc.)

4. Focus on activating Drive
Strategy for quick
implementation

o Existing touring routes need to be applied
immediately with a focus on the domestic
audience

o Products along this route are ripe for
cooperative marketing partnerships in such a
program

5. Establish experience themes
to encourage product
collaboration across the state

o The experience pillars of Epicurean, Drive/
Touring, Nature, Culture and Heritage and
First Peoples provide basis for this to occur

o $5 million pa over four years to support
cooperative marketing across each theme
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o Prioritise the visitor experience by
eliminating regional boundaries to ensure
transition between destinations is
seamless

Short Term Recommendations: 2 – 7 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

6. Clearly articulate the role of
VTIC, RTBs and Destination
Managers in revival of industry

o Role clarity will be vital in this area to
ensure best use of available resources

7. Establish a stronger Team
Victoria

o Develop tools and resources to unite
destinations and operators under a
Victorian approach

o Understanding the consumer journey is
critical to recovery
▪ Help operators interpret consumer
preferences and trends that are
emerging
Now and ongoing

8. Use the thematic approach as
an effective platform for
‘manufacturing’ products and
experiences to reengage
consumers on the virtues of
Victoria

o Support the design and development of
new products and experiences that
underpin the key 5 key themes for
promoting the state

o Support development of retail strategy to
drive product development & conversion

9. Activate new non-traditional
retail partners to support drive
strategy

o Develop partnership matrix to identify key
collaborators
▪ Automotive (e.g. BMW, Audi, etc.)
▪ Fuel card company (e.g. Shell, BP)
▪ Credit card company (e.g. Amex, Visa,
MC)

10. Collaborate with regional
transport carriers to improve
state-wide dispersal

o Develop partnerships with QF Link, Rex
etc. to amplify potential for new entry points
into VIC and improve regional dispersal

o Engage more effectively with V/Line as a key
partner for regional VIC

11. Take a whole of government
approach i.e. Ministerial
Council/Committee and
restructuring to combine
demand and supply

o The structural separation of VV from supply
side imperatives has presented challenges
in navigating through bushfires and now
coronavirus

o As per VTIC’s Regional Tourism Review
Submission Visitor Economy Commissioner
should be created to coordinate more
effective engagement pathways across
government and its agencies
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Use insights and trends to inform filling
gaps in products and experiences to
connect with new consumers

Longer Term Recommendations: 7 – 12 Months
Proposed Actions

Considerations

12. New International Marketing
Strategy to be developed in
collaboration with industry

o Capitalise on emerging travel bubbles and tailor strategies to
respond accordingly
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o Collective effort with industry in International Marketing activity will be
important to concentrating efforts in new and emerging target markets

